Tiling

Use the F1 button on any page of a ThinManager wizard to launch Help for that page.

A terminal using MultiSession will be logged in to several sessions at once. One of these sessions will normally be displayed while the other sessions are hidden from view.
Tiling allows a thumbnail of all the sessions to be displayed so that the operator can observe several sessions at once.

**Group Selection with Session Tiling**

Tiling is a visual aid in Application Group selection. When the thin client is tiled it displays a thumbnail of each Application Group. The user can then select the session it wants by clicking on it to restore that session to full size.
This is particularly helpful method for terminals that have touch screens not a mouse or keyboard. This is explained at [http://www.thinmanager.com/TechNotes/AppGroups/TouchScreenTiling.pdf](http://www.thinmanager.com/TechNotes/AppGroups/TouchScreenTiling.pdf).
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Tiling is configured by enabling tiling on the Terminal Interface Options page of the Terminal Configuration wizard.

Select the Enable Tiling checkbox on the Terminal Interface Options page of the Terminal Configuration wizard to allow the sessions to be tiled for selection.

Once the sessions are tiled the session selection can be made by:

- Using the Group Selector, if selected on the Terminal Interface Options page.
- Clicking on the desired session if the Tile Interactive checkbox is unselected on the Tile Options page.
- Right clicking on the desired session if the Tile on right click (mouse or touchscreen) checkbox is unselected on the Tile Options page.
The **Tile Options** window is launched by selecting **Enable Tiling** checkbox on the **Terminal Interface Options** page of the **Terminal Configuration** wizard and then selecting the **Tile Options** button.

**Session Tiling Hotkeys**

The sessions can be tiled with a hotkey combination.

Selecting the **Enable Tiling Hotkey** checkbox on the **Hotkey Configuration** page of the **Terminal Configuration** wizard will allow the sessions to be tiled with a hotkey.
The default hotkey combination for tiling is \texttt{CTL+t}. This can be changed on the Select Hotkeys window by selecting the \textit{Change Hotkey} button when the Enable Tiling Hotkey checkbox is selected.

**Tiling Examples**

Two Sessions Tiled

If the tiles do not fill the entire screen then the unused areas will be shown as black, much like a movie shown in letterbox on a television.
Three Sessions Tiled

Selecting the **Show Grid** checkbox on the **Tile Options** window will show the sessions with gridlines. When the TermSecure Main Menu or a Terminal-to-Terminal Shadow group with multiple choices are tiled they will show a label for the session.